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was being desigried by the Saskatchewan Cancer Commission.
The Eldorado machine vas designed and built for sale as part
of a general programme. The Saskatchewan machine was designed
for use in the clinic at Saskatoon, and not for sale. The
Eldorado machine vas instailed and put into service at the
Victoria Hospital in London, Ontario, in' the fall of 1951.
Although it was technically first in that it vas first used
in the treatment of patients, the time table on the two
machines was such that they may be considered concurrent
in development. The balance of this report will be confinedto a description of the development insofar as Eldorado
Mining and Refining vas concerned, since these and laterunits are the ones which were developed for sale.

The Eldorado Mining and Refining group vas com-posed of a number of physicists and engineers who had beenactive in the sale of radium and similar products to hospitals.This group subsequently in 1952 transterred to Atomic Energyof Canada Limited and became what is known now as the CommercialProducts Division of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited. TheEldorado group had also been active in the sale of radio-isotopes, including Cobalt 60 produced at Chalk River.

The specific activity of a material is an indication
of the amount of activity which can be enclosed in a givenmass, or volumo. To produce a cobalt therapy machine one mustfirst have a source of cobalt which is physically small andwill, therefore, approximate a point source. For many yearsdoctors throughout the world had used radium teletherapymachines to treat cancer. There was, therefore, a ratherobvious suggestion to go from one or two curies of radiumto 1 Pr 2 thousand curies of cobalt by a suitable designof machine, For such quantities radium was first too ex-pensive, and second too bulky.

The mechanical design of the machine and the
preparation of cobalt in the NRI reactor were undertakenin early 1950 after many discussions with prominent radio-logists in Canada and the United States. A model of thefirst unit vas displayed at the International Congress ofRadiology in London, England, in July 1950 and at that timewas demonstrated to Her Majesty the Queen ?the present QueehMother). The problem of designing a container for theasourcewhich would permit of safe loading and:waeage, as well asprovide a beam defining mechanism to direct the rays, anda shutter system to close off the radiation, vas not simplenor had it been done before. The first such unit was complduring the summer of 1951. It was, and is known as, Abe Eldordmodel and is still, vith only normal refinements being soldon- the vorld marke t.


